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Aims: Given the need for a comprehensive measure and conceptual model of athletes’ DC 

competencies, the current study developed and tested an instrument enabling the 

measurement of athletes’ DC competencies. Therefore, the current study described the 

development of the DCCQ-A and provided an initial exploration of its structure in a diverse 

large sample of European pupil-and-student athletes.  

Method: Participants included 3,350 15-26 year old athletes from nine European countries. 

Participants competed in a range of individual and team sports in Olympic summer, Olympic 

winter, and non-Olympic disciplines. Athletes were recognised as ‘elite’ and had competed 

at minimum at national level and were enrolled as a pupil or student in an institute of 

secondary or higher education. The final version of the DCCQ-A consisted of two parts: (1) 

background information on their person, sport, studies and social situation and (2) 

participants assessed their perceived importance and possession of a list of 38 potentially  
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important competencies for a successful DC on a 5-point likert scale. All participants 

completed the DCCQ-A via an online access link.  

Results and Practical Implications: The athletes perceived all competencies included in the 

38-item DCCQ-A to be important to very important for a successful combination of sport 

and studies, implying that athletes perceive to require a wide range of competencies to 

successfully engage in a DC. The results also showed that athletes perceived an average to 

strong possession of DC competencies. The study also confirmed the value of ESEM as a 

suitable tool to investigate the construct of DC competency in a diverse and large scale 

sample. By gathering a large amount of data on DC competencies in qualitative research 

into a sound framework, patterns in the data were identified. ESEM supported a four-factor 

29-item model of the DCCQ-A which included (1) DC Management; athletes’ competencies 

to organise, balance, and to stay committed to their highly demanding (daily) combination 

of sport and education, (2) Career Planning; athletes’ competencies to plan their dual career 

and the flexibility required to cope with deviations in their DC and post-DC pathway , (3) 

Emotional Awareness; athletes’ competencies to control and cope effectively with adversity, 

developmental pressures and emotions of their DC, and (4) Social Intelligence & 

Adaptability; athletes’ interpersonal and support seeking competencies required to 

establish and preserve a facilitative DC environment, and to adapt to a (new) social 

environment while maintaining an elite athletes’ lifestyle. The results from the current study 

should inform and educate various DC stakeholders (e.g., coaches, parents, sport governing 

bodies) to increase their understanding of athletes’ DC competencies. The DCCQ-A can be 

used as a formative self-assessment (for athletes) and identification-support tool that can 

aid practitioners in supporting athletes’ dual career development. For example, athletes’ 

strengths and weaknesses (i.e., high and low perceived possession) and their competency 

gaps (i.e., high discrepancy between perceived importance and possession) can be 

identified. 
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